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Manifolds - Part 1

generalised surfaces?

How to calculate on them?

topology differentiable 
  manifolds

differential forms

(generalised) Stokes's Theorem

Metric space:

set distance function

open  -ball

define open sets
Definition: Let     be a set,        be the power set,

and               be a collection of subsets.

If       satisfies: (1)

(2)

(3) with

then is called a topology on

The elements of      are called open sets.

Examples: (a) is a topology on

(b) is a topology on (discrete topology)

(indiscrete topology)
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topology on (1)

(2)

(3) with

is called a topological space

Important names: topological space

(a) interior point of
There is an open set

and

(b) exterior point of There is an open set

and

(c) boundary point of
For all open sets with

and

(d) accumulation point of For all open sets with

More names: (a) interior point of interior of

(b) exterior point of exterior of

(c) boundary point of boundary of

(d) accumulation point of derived set of

(e) closure of



Example:

not an open set!

no interior points: there is no with
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topological space

Convergence:

converges to

In a metric space: The sequence members lie in
each   -ball around   , eventually.

For each   -ball       , there is          such that

for all

In a topological space:
open neighbourhood of

an open set         with 

Definition: topological space sequence in 

For each        with       , there is         

such that for all

Example:

converges to    : each open neighbourhood of     looks like

for       , so:

converges to    : each open neighbourhood of     looks like

for       , so:

converges to    



Definition: A topological space is called a Hausdorff space if

for all with there is an open neighbourhood of

and there is an open neighbourhood of

with:
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Projective space: set of 1-dimensional subspaces of

the directions
define a set
+ topology?

Quotient topology: topological space equivalence relation on

reflexive
symmetric
transitive

equivalence class of

quotient set

canonical projection

open?

openopen

This defines a topology      on      , called the quotient topology.

Example:
Möbius strip

equivalence relation:
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topological space quotient space

Projective space: set of 1-dimensional subspaces of

Euclidean norm

equivalence relation:

Let's define: or

with quotient topology

Is a Hausdorff space?

Take with and

Take open neighbourhoods

of   and   , respectively,

with



Look at: canonical projection

open open

the same for

We find:

surjective
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topological space:   generate the topology

Definition: be a topological space. A collection of open subsetsLet

is called a basis (base) of      if:

for all there is with

and

Examples: (a)
is always a basis.

(b) If is discrete topology on   , then

is a basis of 

(c) be the topological space induced by a metric spaceLet

is a basis of

(d)
with standard topology (defined by Euclidean metric)

is a basis of

only countably many elements

Definition: A topological space is called second-countable if

there is a countable basis of
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-definition

neighbourhood

sequence definition general definition

Definition: topological spaces.

is called continuous if

homeomorphism bijective, continuous and continuous

Examples: (a) indiscrete topological space continuous

(b)
discrete topological space continuous

(c)
with equivalence relation quotient space

canonical projection

is continuous



Definition: topological spaces.

is called sequentially continuous if for all 

with

convergent with

Fact:

continuous sequentially continuous

in metric spaces

second-countable spaces
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compact (Bolzano-Weierstrass and Heine-Borel)

cover with open sets

do finitely many suffice?

Definition: be a topological space andLet

is called compact if

with there is a finite             with:

We know:

with standard topology

compact closed and bounded Heine-Borel
  theorem

Proposition: be a Hausdorff space. Then:Let

compact closed
open



Proof: Assume     is compact

Fix

For any there are

with and

(open cover)

compact

(finite subcover)

open neighbourhood of

with

is an interior point of closed
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Definition: manifold:

topological space           with: (1) Hausdorff space

(2) second-countable

(3) locally Euclidean of dimension

(topological)-dimensional

with standard topology

homeomorphic?
locally!

homeomorphism

Definition: locally Euclidean of dimensionis called if:

For all there is an open neighbourhood and

a homeomorphism with         open.

The map is called a chart of

overlap

transition map differentiable?
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(1) Hausdorff space

(2) second-countable

(3) locally Euclidean of dimension

chart

Definition: A collection of charts              is called an atlas if:

Example: (a) discrete topological space with countably many points

dimensional manifold

(b) open subset

with standard topology

dimensional manifold

(c)

Euclidean norm

dimensional manifold

is an atlas.
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is an    -dimensional manifold with atlas

Projective space: with quotient topology

orequivalence relation:

canonical projection

open

for slope

with inverse

works similarly -dimensional manifold

for

homeomorphism

-dimensional manifold
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Smooth structures

overlap

transition map

-diffeomorphism

-diffeomorphism is    -times continuously differentiable
(partial derivatives up to the   -th order exist and are continuous)

is bijectiveor

Definition: Two charts       are called smoothly compatible if

the transition map is a -diffeomorphism.

An atlas is called a    -atlas if

any two charts are smoothly compatible.

A maximal -atlas     is: (1) -atlasis a

(2) For any other -atlas ,

we have

Definition: -smooth manifold:-dimensional

manifold(topological)-dimensional

maximal    -atlas smooth structure
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Examples for smooth manifolds:

(a) is a smooth manifold.

We show that is    -atlas:

For

-diffeomorphism

extend to a maximal -atlas -smooth manifold



(c) Consider

is a 1-dimensional manifold with one chart:

extend to a smooth structure

(b)
is a smooth manifold

atlas given by one chart extend to a maximal -atlas

(standard smooth structure for 
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submanifold

Definition: Let    be an   -dimensional (smooth) manifold.

is called a -dimensional submanifold of if

for all there is a chart of with

zeros

is called a submanifold chart for 

Note: is also a manifold:

submanifold chart chart

given by
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Regular value theorem in preimage theorem submersion theorem

smooth

preimage = smooth submanifold?

Definition: open function.

(1) is called a critical point of     if

is not surjective (or has rank less than   )

(2) is called a regular value of if

does not contain any critical points.

Theorem:
open function.

If is a regular value of then

is an -dimensional submanifold of

Proof: Use implicite function theorem.

Example:

is the only critical point.

Hence: is a regular value.

submanifold of
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Smooth maps:

Use the smooth 
structures!

overlap

transition map

overlap

transition map

differentiable at given point?

Definition: Let and be     smooth manifolds.

A map is called differentiable at times

if for charts with and

the map differentiable at times

Moreover: is called smooth if differentiable at timesis

for every and every We write:
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 smooth

Examples of smooth maps:
inclusion map:

continuous!

smooth?

identity map

differentiable is smooth

(1)



(2)

continuous map! smooth?

or

function
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Regular Value Theorem:

smooth

submanifold?

Let be smooth manifolds of dimension and

be a smooth map, and be a regular value of

does not contain critical points

is called a critical point of     if

rank

is less than (not maximal!)

rank

Then: is a (    )-dim submanifold of

Example: (a)
det(  ) is manifold of dimensionGL(   )

(b) Sym(     ) is manifold of dimension

(c) O(   ) GL(   ) is a submanifold of GL(   )



Proof: GL(   ) Sym(     )

Two things to show: (1) O(   )

(2) is a regular value of 

Case 

GL(   ) Sym(     )

Jacobian matrix:

rank = 3? Not for: 

If has rank 3 regular value

O(   ) is a submanifold of dimension
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submanifold: -dimensional submanifold

zeros

parameterisationlocal

Example:

cos( )

sin( )

Tangent space:
tangent space

sub

Example:
surface given by a graph of a function:



parameterisation:

sub
span
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sub
tangent space for submanifold

local parameterisation

sub

Idea:

parameterised curve

Proposition:
sub differentiable with

Proof:
sub

for parameterisationlocal

with

differentiable withTake:

Define:

sub
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sub

for
smooth submanifold

for
smooth manifold

tangent vector

curve curve

tangent vector?

tangent vector?

Definition: differentiable with

for a chart

equivalent class: represents tangent vector

(set of all equivalence classes)

tangent space of the manifold

Result: For a submanifold sub

bijection

is a vector space with the operations:

with
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smooth manifold     of dimension    ,

well-defined and with dimension

chart

defined by:

linear + bijective

Definition: coordinate basis (standard basis with respect to      )

For        and       , we define:

where is the standard basis of

Remember: For submanifolds:
sub

is essentially

Soon: smooth differential
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Definition: tangent bundle
disjoint

smooth manifold of dimension dim( )

smooth

Definition: differential of   at point

differential:



Example for submanifolds smooth submanifolds

smooth

sub

bijection

bijection

Example: (smooth map)

bijection

tangent vector

directional derivative of   along      at
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Differential in local charts?

smooth

Remember: 

Choose:

ordinary chain rule

bijection

bijection

Remember:
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Recall: coordinate basis              of

defined by:

linear + bijective

Directional derivative: smooth

smooth

bijection

chain rule

Example:

smooth

map

differential of 

last video
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Introduction to Ricci calculus / tensor calculus

calculating in coordinates

positions of indices matter
(superscripts, subscripts)

our language Ricci calculus

components of a given chart coordinates

or simply:

coordinate basis of

tangent vector

(Einstein summation convention)

contravariant vector
inner product on

tensor
Later:

dual to a contravariant vector:

one-form (  linear map)

Kronecker delta
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Recall: n-dimensional vector space

Define:

linear

linear map!

differential form: map     defined on      such that
(one-form)

Some multilinear algebra: Alt
-times

multilinear (  -linear)

alternating

if

linearly dependent
Example: Alt

det Alt

Alt is called an alternating   -form on

Remember: Alt (dual space of   )

Alt
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Wedge product: multiplication defined for Alt Alt

Alt Alt Alt

linear

not a possible definition!
    

Definition: For Alt Alt we define                      by:Alt
(not alternating)

sgn( )

Examples: (a) Alt

(b) Alt
identified with

identified with



Properties: (a) (anticommutative)

(b)

(bilinear)

(c) (associative)

(d) For a linear map and Alt define:

pullback

("natural")
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smooth manifold of dimension -dimensional
vector space

Definition: Alt

Alt

is called a -form on

We also define: as

as

smooth

Basis elements:

basis of with

basis of Alt

defined by:

Proposition: A basis of               is given by:Alt



Example: dim( ) Alt

Conclusion: Each -form on      can locally be written as:

component functions

Definition: If all component functions are differentiable at

then is differentiable at 

If is differentiable at all

then is called a differential form on
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differential form on a manifold:
-form on      

  differentiable
+

Examples: (a)

identify:

sgn( )

sgn( ) det

(b)
Each can be written as:

det



(c)

given by polar coordinates cos( )

sin( )

cos( )

sin( )

cos( )

sin( )

corresponding 1-forms: cos( ) sin( )

sin( ) cos( )for

2-form:

cos( ) sin( )

det
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 vector space         orientation

for example: with basis:

positively orientated

change-of-basis matrix

two cases:

det(    ) positively orientated

det(    ) negatively orientated

two equivalence classes for bases

basis basis

det(    ) det(    )

Remember: finite-dimensional vector space one chosen equivalence class

orientation or

Orientations for manifolds:
tangent space

with orientation with orientation

should not change orientation



Definition: A smooth manifold     is called orientable if there is a family of orientations

for the tangent spaces or such that

or

Example: (a) If      has an atlas with one chart then is orientable.

(b) Möbius strip:

after running
around the strip:

det
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orientable manifold

Fact: Let    be an   -dim smooth manifold. Then the following claims are equivalent:

(a) is orientable orWe have such that

or

(b) There is an atlas for collection of charts that cover the manifold

such that all transition maps

overlap

transition map

satisfy:

det(     )

(c) There is a differential form (volume form)

with for all



Proof: (a) (b)

overlap

transition map

We have:

first column of Jacobian

Change-of-basis matrix:

Hence:
det(     )det(     )

(b)(a)
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manifold

distance between   and   ?

lengths and angles?

In inner product length of

write:

Definition: smooth manifold. If we have an inner product      on

with inner product

for all and           smooth, then:

is called a Riemannian metric and

is called a Riemannian manifold.

What does smooth mean?

coordinate basis in 

maps: smooth
for all

In local coordinates:

(Einstein summation convention)

Hence: can be seen as a symmetric matrix:
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Riemannian metric: inner product on

smooth

Submanifolds in

-dimensional submanifold
standard inner product

standard Riemannian metric

Note
sub

Span(

sub

standard

Examples: (a) -dimensional submanifold in

standard standard

length:
standard

det(  )



(b) has parameterization given by spherical coordinates:

sin( )

cos( )
sin( )

cos( )
sin( )

two tangent vectors:
cos( )

sin( )

cos( )
sin( )cos( )

cos( )
sin( )sin( )

sin( )

sin ( )
det(  ) sin( )

volume form: det(  )
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We already know: An orientable -dimensional manifold

has a non-trivial volume form

Definition: orientable Riemannian manifold of dimension

Then the canonical volume form                is defined by:

If is a positively orientated basis of

and an orthonormal basis of (ONB),

then:

Proposition: orientable Riemannian manifold of dimension

Let          be a chart such that the basis

is positively orientated for all

det(  )

dual basis

where

determinant of Gram/ Gramian



Proof: Gram-Schmidt

ONB

positively orientated positively orientated
linear map

Then:

det( )

standard

det(  ) det(  )
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orientable Riemannian manifold of dimension

canonical volume form det(  )

Examples: (a) has parameterization given by spherical coordinates:

sin( )

cos( )
sin( )

cos( )
sin( )

sin ( )

sin( )

(b)
Graph surface: -function

2-dim. submanifold in

Use parameterization:

tangent vectors:
identify

identify



standard

det(  )

Canonical volume form:

Interesting fact:
standard

standard

standard

det(  )
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orientable Riemannian manifold of dimension

length of canonical volume form

Definition: Let be a Riemannian manifold and

A map

and

is called a normal vector field.

see

(orthogonal w.r.t.

We call it continuous at   if for a chart        of

continuous functions

holds:

We call it a continuous unit normal vector field if

is continuous at every

for all

Important fact:
-dimensional submanifold:

(a)
is orientable has a continuous unit normal vector field

continuous normal vector
field not possible



(b) If     is a continuous unit normal vector field, then:

canonical
volume form

det

means:

det

volume = height area

Example:

det(  )

sin( )

cos( )
sin( )

cos( )
sin( )

parameterization:

det

det

sin( )

cos( )

sin( )

cos( )

sin( )

cos( )

sin( )

cos( )

sin( )cos( ) cos( )

sin( )sin( )

sin( )

sin( )


